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Greentree, David, and David Campbell, Napoleon's Swiss Troops
(Osprey Publishing, 2012) 48pp. $17 .95.
In Napoleon's Swiss Troops, authors David Greentree and David
Campbell create a richly detailed monograph concerning Swiss soldiers who fought for Napoleon. The Swiss were considered elite units
in Napoleon's armies and "would be often asked to save the day for
the French troops alongside whom they fought" (p. 6). Utilizing exceptional artwork concerning the dress and attire of the Swiss as well as
detailed graphs and explanations concerning the evolution and size of
the Swiss contingency, Greentree and Campbell construct a robust fact
book concerning the Swiss units within the Napoleonic military.
The incorporation of Swiss mercenary units into foreign armies
had been regular practice before Napoleon's rise to power and indeed
Swiss soldiers were serving the French monarch before the revolution.
The four Swiss regiments that were assembled would be utilized by
their French commanders as early as 1798 to assist in the War of the
Second Coalition. The Swiss were stationed in Italy, most notably near
Naples in 1805-1811, where the First Swiss Regiment would see action.
The Second, Third and Fourth would be utilized in the Iberian Peninsular Campaign and the repression of guerilla forces from 1807 -1814.
The authors spend a significant portion of the book concerning these
two campaigns as well as the final campaign of Napoleon's first reign,
that of Russia in 1812. At this point, the Swiss regiments continued to
fight, though "resentment among many Swiss, who blamed the French
for ruining their economy" was running high (p. 33). This note added
by the authors also explains why, after the return of Napoleon, Swiss
soldiers left France and even when the "column met Napoleon on his
way to Paris, the Swiss marched past their former French comrades in
silence, not returning their shouts of 'Vive l'Emperor!"' (p. 41).
What Greentree and Campbell have constructed is a very informative fact book concerning the Swiss under Napoleon. Within, the authors focus on uniforms, regulations and numbers and will assist many
who desire to learn more about military dress and regulations in Europe
during the Age of Revolution. The book itself is very short, only fortyeight pages, and because of this the authors are sometimes abrupt. It
seems that the authors expect readers to have firm background in the
Napoleonic Wars and would assist laymen with short summaries about
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the specific battles and campaigns that the Swiss fought in. Also, the
back cover and the introduction both point to the bravery demonstrated
by the Swiss in Russia as a crowning moment for their fighting force
and a larger description of this fighting is recommended.
Napoleon's Swiss Troops is an admirable work that will assist historians in the field of Swiss military history. The descriptions and details
of the regiments and uniforms are fantastic. Military historians of the
Revolutionary Period will no doubt find this book useful as a valuable
source concerning the Swiss military in the Age of Napoleon.
- Jeff Washburn
University of Idaho

Mary Ann Hafen, Recollections of a Handcart Pioneer of 1860: A
Woman's Life on the Mormon Frontier (University of Nebraska
Press: Lincoln, Neb., 2004). xvi, 100 pp. Paper $9.95.
The reissuing of Mary Ann Stucki [Stucki] Hafen's classic account
by a Swiss-American pioneer with an introduction by Donna Toland
Smart is most welcome. This is the seventh reprinting of the book, which
was first published in 1938 and was initially meant only as a record for
the author's family, but it has been widely praised as one of the most
important accounts of the Mormon migration and early settlement.
Anna Maria [Mary Ann] Stucki was born in Canton Bern in 1854,
and she enjoyed her early childhood there in the beautiful green Swiss
countryside with blossoming trees. When her family joined the Mormon
Church, they followed the Doctrine of the Gathering and migrated to
Utah in 1860. The family was too poor to afford a wagon, so they came
to Utah pulling a handcart in a trek of 1300 miles. Mary Ann's account
of the journey, its privations and hardships, has become famous in Mormon circles.
After arriving in Utah, the Stucki family was sent with eighty-five
persons in the "Swiss Company" to settle in Santa Clara, Utah, because
of the suitable weather for viticulture and the Swiss knowledge of grape
production. But the conditions were harsh, and the climate was hot and
arid. Mary Ann's mother fondly remembered the green countryside of
Bern and the clear mountain streams of Switzerland. She often looked
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